
EXERCISES MATH 202B - 2nd Assignment1. Let G = Z=3, and let V be a CG-module. You an assume that V is a diret sumLj Lj of simple G-modules, and there are only three di�erent simple G-modules upto isomorphism, Vo; V1 and V2. The ation of �1 on Vi is given by multipliation by �i,where � = e2�i=3. We would like to determine the number mi of simple G-modules Ljin the deomposition above whih are isomorphi to Vi, for eah i.(a) Let �a = Tr(�(�a)), the trae of the linear map �(�a) via whih �a ats on V . Calulatethe numbers mi in terms of the numbers �a (hint: use that you an diagonalize thematries �(�a)).(b) Let V = span fe1; e2g and de�ne the ation of �1 by �1:e1 = e2 and �1:e2 = �e1 � e2.Use (a) to �nd the numbers mi for V .() Prove in general: Whenever V is a G-module where the ation of �1 is represented bya real matrix, then m1 = m2.2. Let F = R, and let A be the subalgebra of M2(R) generated by the matrixi = � 0 1�1 0� :(This means A onsists of all polynomials in i).(a) Show that V = R2 is a simple A-module.(b) Calulate EndAV .() Consider the same algebra now with F = C as a subalgebra of M2(C). What isEndAV now? Is it still simple?3. Let V , W be CG-modules, where G a �nite groups with jGj elements. Moreover, letf : V !W be a linear map and de�ne ~f(v) = 1jGjPg2G g�1:f(g:v).(a) Show that ~f 2 HomCG(V;W ).(b) Now let � : V ! C be any linear map, and let V , W be simple G-modules withV 6�= W . Show that for any v 2 V , w 2 W we have Pg2G �(g:v)g�1:w = 0. (Hint:Consider the linear map f : V !W; ~v 2 V 7! �(~v)w)() Let  :W ! C be linear. Show that Pg �(g:v) (g�1:w) = 0.(d) Let fv1; v2; ::: vdg and fw1; w2; ::: weg be bases for V and W , and let �V (g) and�W (g) be the matries whih desribe the ation of g on V and W with respet tothese bases. Prove the following statement, whih is part of a result usually referredto as orthogonality relations for matrix oeÆients:Xg �V (g)ij�W (g�1)rs = 0 for any 1 � i; j;� d; 1 � r; s � e:Hint : Find suitable funtionals and vetors to redue the formula in () to the onein (b).(e) Chek the orthogonality relation expliitly for the one-dimensional representations V�of Z=NZ, where � is an N -th root of unity, and the ation is given by �1:v = �v.


